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Summation under SDT

�Several summation studies conducted using radial-frequency pat-

terns1–6 reject probability summation based on a High Threshold The-

ory (HTT) model in order to argue for global processing of RF shape.

� If detection occurs under Signal Detection Theory7 (SDT) rather than

HTT a different probability summation (PS) model is required.8

�Probability summation under SDT can be modelled by this equation
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� P (c) is the expected percent correct, Q is the total number of mechanisms, φ(t, µ, σ) is the normal distribution PDF

with mean µ and standard deviation σ, Φ(t, µ, σ) is the CDF, ai is the amplitude of the input to the ith mechanism, gi is

the gain, σi is the internal noise, τ is the transducer exponent, and t is a dummy variable used to perform the integration.

Methods

a) Single RF condition

b) Quad RF condition
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�Our stimuli were either single RF4 patterns (�=1◦) presented at fix-

ation, or a quad of RF4 patterns 1.8◦ from fixation. This allows us to

investigate both summation within and summation between RFs.

�These were generated in Matlab and presented on a gamma-corrected

CRT monitor (1024 × 768 @ 85 Hz) using Psychtoolbox.9

�We first collected ROC curves to show detection occurs under SDT.

�We then performed 2IFC summation experiments (9 stimulus levels

tested 36 times) with both blocked and interleaved designs.

�For single RF the individual cycles of the pattern were modulated in

all combinations. For quad RF only the inner cycles were modulated.

ROC curve analysis
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� If detection is performed under HTT then the Receiver Operating Character-

istic (ROC) curves should be straight, under SDT they should be curved.7

�We used a four-level rating scale task to get ROC curves for a single modu-

lated cycle in our RF stimuli. Above is an example from one observer.

�Each plot has six data points because there were two repetitions. Coloured

regions around the points show the distribution of 1,000 bootstrap samples.

�The data clearly follow the curved line described by the SDT prediction (one

free parameter, d′) rather than the straight line predicted under HTT.

�Therefore comparisons against HTT PS predictions are invalid.
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Summation results
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� Summation results shown above, averaged across the three main observers.

�The blocked single RF results suggest observers monitored only one cycle.

�No summation was apparent in the blocked quad RF data either.

�The differences between the interleaved and blocked conditions show the observer is

able to ignore local outputs on a task-dependent basis. Adjustable attentional window?

Summation modelling
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�Either additive (AS) or probability summation (PS) of local attended outputs could

generate α vs. n slopes around -0.6 for the interleaved condition, however these two

model types make different psychometric function slope predictions.

�One can fit a summation model as a psychometric function and simultaneously account

for all of the data (thresholds and psychometric slopes). We did this for each observer.

�Maximum likelihood fits were performed with 9-fold cross validation. Tested a variety

of AS and PS models (T0/1: linear/nonlinear, G1/4: constant/variable gain between

locations, S0/3: constant/variable internal noise between locations).

�Neither the single RF (above) nor quad RF (not shown) results allow discrimination

between AS and PS models. Detection of RF patterns may not be global.
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